Important Words to Know Before Your Visit to the Museum of East Tennessee History

Not: Words may share letters and can be up, down, horizontal, or diagonal within the puzzle.

EXPEDITION   REPRESENTATION   HITHER
HARDSHIPS    QUARTERING     LIBERTY
DANGERS      VESTIGE        SCHOALS
ALMIGHTY     FREEDOM        LOYALIST
TAXATION     ENEMY          

Note: Words may share letters and can be up, down, horizontal, or diagonal within the puzzle.
Definitions

EXPEDITION: a journey for a specific purpose

HARDSHIPS: suffering and experiencing a lack of needed sustenance to live

DANGERS: exposure or liability to injury, pain, harm, or loss

ALMIGHTY: the Being perfect in power, wisdom, and goodness who is worshipped as creator and ruler of the universe

TAXATION: money people pay to their government to pay for services

REPRESENTATION: having someone elected to speak, act, or vote for other people

QUARTERING: providing housing for soldiers

VESTIGE: the smallest quantity or trace

FREEDOM: ability to move or act freely: the state of being released from something usually unpleasant

ENEMY: one that tries to hurt or overthrow or that seeks the failure of another

HITHER: to this place here

UNACQUAINTED: unknown to somebody or to each other

SAVAGE: without civilizing influences; “barbarian invaders”; “barbaric practices”; “a savage people”; “fighting is crude and uncivilized especially if the weapons are efficient” – Margaret Meade; “wild tribes”

LIBERTY: the freedom to think or act without being constrained by necessity or force

SHOALS: a natural underwater ridge, bank, or bar that consists of, or is covered by, sand or other loose material that rises near the surface

LOYALIST: a colonist who was loyal to Great Britain; did not support the American Revolution